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“An Unmatched Collector”
Dr. Thomas S. Kaplan, founder of The Leiden Collection, is both a legend and an inspiration.
As a collector who started off without any art inheritance from his family, the entrepreneur has
established the world’s largest collection of Dutch Golden Age paintings. He brought
“Rembrandt and His Time” to Beijing earlier this year – an exhibition that included works by
Vermeer and Jan Lievens.
~
Collectors always manage to acquire what is seemingly impossible to find. Kaplan firmly
believes in luck and counts himself as the luckiest person he has ever met. If he were given the
choice between having luck or intelligence, he would choose luck.
~
Kaplan was born in New York, USA in 1962. From a very young age, he developed a deep
passion for Rembrandt van Rijn and his works. At the age of 8, he asked his family to take him
to Amsterdam “because that’s where Rembrandt lived.” He attended high school in
Switzerland and graduated from the University of Oxford with bachelor’s, master’s, and
doctoral degrees. In 1993, Kaplan started investing in natural resources, focusing first on silver
mining and later on platinum and hydrocarbons. In 2003, then 41 years old, he embarked on
the journey of collecting Dutch artworks, together with his wife Daphne.
The accidental journey of collecting
When asked which one of his activities – investing or collecting – brings him more pleasure,
Kaplan responds emphatically: “Being a collector, without a shadow of a doubt!” He adds: “I
went into business in order to get to a position in which I could pursue the things I enjoy. My
first priority is the protection of wild cats, then comes collecting.” As the chairman of the New
York-based Electrum Group, Kaplan focuses on natural resources, combining investment,
consulting, and asset management. Kaplan and his wife are leading advocates for, and major
funders of, global wildlife conservation. Over the past ten years, they have pledged over $100
million towards environmental protection. In 2006, they set up Panthera – an organization
dedicated to the preservation of endangered big cats and their ecosystems.
Kaplan used to believe that all of Rembrandt’s paintings belonged to museums, and that it was
impossible to own any of them. Yet in 2006, he managed to acquire a sketch by Rembrandt –
which represented the very lion that the American entrepreneur was trying to protect. As of
today, Kaplan owns 11 oil paintings by Rembrandt, which were recently on display at the
National Museum of China.
This prominent collector was taken to Amsterdam as a child to visit Rembrandt’s home – a
“seed” which later led to the creation of a legendary collection. The name “Leiden” here
represents a tribute to the birthplace of the master. Kaplan acknowledges that his collecting
began purely by accident. “I happened to be on holiday in Croatia when I met Sir Norman

Rosenthal, then the Exhibitions Secretary of the Royal Academy of Arts in London. He asked
me if I was a collector, and I said no. He went on to inquire about what I would have been
interested in collecting, and I shared my passion for Rembrandt. But I also added that I
wouldn’t have been able to acquire any of his works given that they were all in museums. He
responded that on the contrary, some works by Rembrandt and the Rembrandt School actually
remained on the market. Although difficult, Sir Norman acknowledged, it would not be
impossible to build a collection.” From then on, Kaplan set off on his collecting journey. Over
the following months, together with his wife, he would acquire at the average speed of almost
one painting per week. “If I hadn’t gone to Croatia, met Norman, or chatted with him, perhaps
we never would have started our own collection.”
Collectors always manage to acquire what is seemingly impossible to find. Kaplan firmly
believes in luck and counts himself as the luckiest person he has ever met. If he were given the
choice between having luck or intelligence, he would choose luck. “The success of The Leiden
Collection has much to do with my own, very personal passion for these paintings. Works by
Rembrandt are not really part of the mainstream collectors’ taste. My agents know exactly
where to acquire these works and realize that only few people are also after them – which is
very fortunate for me. My team fully appreciates that I am no ordinary collector. My ultimate
goal is to create a collection that can rival that of any museum. Part of the help they provide me
with is the sharing of information about any such work that they might come across. I simply
cannot find a better word than ‘luck’ to describe our operations,” said Kaplan.
Exhibitions speak volumes about one’s sense of value
Collecting is in fact closely related to history and culture, and speaks volumes about one’s
attitude towards them. On a larger scale, it can also shed light on the relationship between a
person, a family or even a country, and its ancestors. Collecting is first and foremost about
one’s identity and the identity of a broader community. Creating a tunnel of time and space,
linking the ancient and modern eras, it is reminiscent of memory – particularly in the passion
and respect that it shows for history. Not unlike polishing and admiring an ancient sculpture,
collecting is how one learns the stories of one’s ancestors, and study their values and ideology.
Speaking of the exhibition which The Leiden Collection held at the National Museum of China
– “Rembrandt and His Time” –, Kaplan declared that his greatest wish was “to use Rembrandt
and our passion for his work to build bridges between people, as well as to continue cultivating
humanism and its noble offspring – tolerance and mutual respect.” In his own words: “a Jewish
American bringing Dutch paintings to the most famous French museum – the Louvre – before
heading to China, Russia and the Arab world, in order to build greater understanding between
cultures. What other plan could better embody the concept of a ‘borderless world’?”
Rembrandt is widely praised for his unique skills in depicting the contrast between light and
shadow. An art critic once talked about the master’s ability to “express light through darkness”
and claimed that his talent to portray emotions in stories was unmatched. Works by Rembrandt
are full of human spirit and passion. During interviews with the media, Kaplan frequently talks
about the significance of the Dutch Golden Age and believes that it is indeed universal. I was
curious and asked him why. He explained: “in a nutshell, my hope is that the values that
characterize this particular era and are embodied in Dutch paintings – humanism, tolerance and
mutual respect – can be spread widely. Rembrandt is a highly renowned artist who remains a

central figure in the history of art. He saw things that other people could not see. He found
beauty and truth through a unique perspective and was able to depict them on canvas. I think
this is critical. ‘Beauty’ in his eyes might not have been widely perceived or accepted as such,
nevertheless, he still represented it. In doing so at that time, he actually liberated art. As a
result, the values of Rembrandt, along with his spirit, continue to be a major influence on
artists till this day. When they create something and realize their own imagination, they are
actually passing down Rembrandt’s DNA.”
I then asked: “Why did you choose China as the next stop for these paintings after the
Louvre?” He replied: “It is my hope that the Chinese people can get to know more about
Rembrandt and his impact on Chinese art. So I brought his works to China in order to
reconnect the art of China with that of the West. Many great artists in China, such as Zeng
Fanzhi, have admitted that they were very much influenced by Rembrandt. Others count Goya
and Picasso as their favorite artists – both of whom were also deeply influenced by Rembrandt.
Rembrandt is thus not only a great artist, but one who also transcends time, as his existence
greatly influenced the world of art – the whole world, really.
A return to Rembrandt’s time
“If you could go back to the times when Rembrandt lived, what would be the first thing that
you would do?” Facing such an unexpected question, Kaplan paused for about half a minute
before answering: “This is an excellent question, especially because I always wondered about
the kind of psychological state in which Rembrandt was to be so inspired to produce such great
artworks. He was celebrated, but not universally accepted. The beauty that he created was very
subjective. Indeed, he often found beauty in ugliness, which was sometimes rejected by his
clients. Attempting to defend Rembrandt, Kaplan adds: “I hope I would have had the
intelligence to have embraced his radicalism and collected all of his works. For example, in his
late years, he produced a large painting for the city hall of Amsterdam which was eventually
rejected. Due to its large size, Rembrandt had to cut it into segments. What we can see today is
just two thirds of it. Tragic!”
When praised for his ingenious idea of collecting works by Rembrandt, Kaplan begged to
differ: “Rembrandt is the true genius. I am merely keeping his paintings for future generations,
because they actually belong to the next generation and the generations after that. Art
collectors should remain humble. Acquiring paintings is not necessarily a noble action –
sharing them is what matters. Of course, this is only my opinion.”

